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INTRODUCTION

In December, 1971, Dr. Dennis Dunn published a "Comparison. of the-- E ,

Singer/Graflex and TOWER Work Evaluation Systems." This paper, reprinted.by
the Materials Development Center as Reprirq Serie No. 5, has been disseminated
to thousands of individuals. Since 1971,, new coMmercial vocational eoluation
systems have been developed and older ones revised, making this original com-
parison out-ofLdate; In February11976, MDC published A. Comparison of Seven
Vocational EValuation Sistems: This publication compared the JEVS, McCarron-
Dial, Singer, TAP, TOWER, Valpar, and WREST using a standardized outline based
on the Reprint Series No. 5 and the MDC sound-slide presentations ip the Ori-'
entation to Work Evaluation Batteries Series. When this publicationsproved
to be very successful, the next lOgicai step igas to preparva new publication

, containing information on four systems that were developed after the-original
comiSarison was, printed. Thus, this publication uses the gmme,format to com=
pare the COATS, Hester, Micro-TOWER, and VIEWS.

The purpose of tfig publication and its predecessor is to present a rea-
sonably.objective comparison of votational evaluation systems. In preparing
this 6omparison, manuals, technical reports, and related publications were.
used to obtain information about each system. It is haped that thiS
tion and the original comparfsons publication will be used as a guide for po-
tential purchasers so that they can.examine each system in light of their own
needs. Facilities considering the purchase of 'any system should 'not only, talk
with vocational evaluators in facilities-who are using a system, but Should
also see the system in action prior to making a fihal deysion.

This_publication contains four tectiobs. The first is.an'edited reprint
.of an article on how to select d commercial vocational evaluation system.
(Botterbusch and Sax, 1977); this article iS based on the introduction to the
earlier comparison publication. The second.is,p explanation of the 14 major -

points'contained outline. The third section is a !table vhich-Orésents
. a very brief comparison of the four systems on the first On points' in the

outline (Points 11 thy-WO .14 are not presented because of%redurldancy or not
being appropriate to summitize). The fourth section dontaivs A more detailed
description of edch vocptional evaluation system, includingTeviewer's
mentt. address, cost and references.

I ,

Two final comments.are necessary. First, because most sYstems are con-
stantly'being revised, expanded, and updated, the potential user'Olould contact:
the manufacturers for the most recent information. tecond, for those who de-
sire additional information, the Materials Development Center:hasa-sound-J-

. sljde presentatiOn on each pf the vocational eValuation systemSdIscribed
, in thit publication and in the previous comparisons publication. (Tllbse in- (7.

terested in the'sound-slide presentitions should write MDC, foe gibrochure
. ,despribing.this series.) t

; r
W

Karl F. Botterbusch, Ph.D.

August, '-'1977

. NOTE

There are two separate MDC publicatjons comparing vocational-evaluation

$1.50 '

$1.00

systems. These are: . .

A ColOarison of Seven bcational Evaluation Systems
A Comparison of Four Vocational Evaluation Systems .

,If you order additional copies of one or toth'of these publications,
please specify the exact title when or idering and note the differenCe n

. prices.
a '.
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------- SORE-C

C;j1 -RATI.ONS_FOR_THE

SaFCTION_OF _A-COMMERCIAL .

VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEM

Over the years many people have 'contacted the MDC for advice concerning
the most appropriate vocational evaluation system to purchase for their facit-

This section was prepared in-response to these requests and will outline
some of the factors to be congidered prior to purchasing a commercial voca-
tional evaluation system. The evaluator has at his disposal many tools-for
.assessing client potential.(Task Force ND. 2, 1975). These tools fall within

one of the following four categories:

. I. .0n-the-Job Evaluallions - These.are situations-in which the client is
assessed in one or mord-e a variety of real w6a situations includ-
ing: job site siivations in industry, rial training evaluation in

'a training program, and simulated job staltions within the facility.

2. Sheltered Employment - This offers the.evaluator-aniOpportunity for
assessihg the,client under working conditions that shotild be similar.
'to those found ipn competitive employment.

3. Work Samples - Tpere are four types' of-work sa4les according to
their degree of correspondence With actual jobs: actual job samples,-

simulated job samples, ceister traftsamples, and single trait sam-
ples

4. Psychologicar Teits - Thee include an almost endless variety 0
paper-and-pencil and apparatus techniques for measuring traits,
abilities, and related chaeacteristics of an individual.

Faced with the neDd to equip and admipister a vdcational evaluation unit,
.many untrained and'inexperiencedpevaluators feel that the purchase of a
dommercial evaluation battery will solve thetir problems. The evaluator should

. analyze a number,of factors in deciding how to equip the evaluation unit and
'then carefully investigate-all the tools listed in the above categories to
determine the ones that will provide him with the bqpt methods to adequaiely

. assess his clients.*

The first area of consideration is the relationship between the community
and th'e vocatibnal evaluation.unit. The evaluator'must carefully invest#gate
the range and type of jobs.that are available"in the local labor mai^ket:

Thus, a small rural facility or a facility in a one industry community will
most likely have a narrower range of job evaluation stattons than a facility
in An urban area. Labor market information can be obtained through vocational
surveys, local employment offices and agencies, and client placement records.

-Once potential employment opportunities have been determined, intelligent -
. decisions can tematie &what type ,of evaluation tools can best assess these
demands.

.

Because the evaluation outcomes may.not resulf-in immediate placement,
j t is also necesiary to investigate the training opportunities available for
r
clients and these should also be reflected-in the selection,of evaluation
tools. A client's range of occupations widens and his chances for upward

A



'mobility are frequently increased as a result of training. The presence of
an_area vocationai..technical school, private'trade and business school on-
the-job training programs, apprenticeship programs-i,and even higher educ tion
should be refleetedtin the evaluation unit. Vocational evaluation techni
covering ayide variety of occupational areas and asseising the full range

of client ,aptitudes and interests are needed if the facility is in,ah area
where.many employment and training opportunities are available.

'The second consideralibi-fs'Ihe client population. Some evaluation
units must be capable of serving clients with all types of.mental,r4physical,
psychological, and cultural disabilities. Otherfacilities restrict them-
selves to serving eithqr a single disability or a smalf number of dis-

* abilities. A facility tealing with many types of handitaps would generally
need to have techniques coveeing,the entire ran99_ of occupational areas and
skill-levdrs within these areas. .A facility providing services to a single
disability group could safely limit its evaluation areas. Foy example, a
facility serving only mentally retarded cligpts coeld- realistically avoid
evaluation for occupations that require aagfeat deal of fermalized training
or higher education. Some systems claim to have been designed specifically
for a particular level of Client funCtipning. When selecting evaluation
tools, keep in mind the type of.clients_lserved'since it would be a waste of
time to assess a client for a job he codld not fill because of hisliandi,eap.
At the present ttne, all commercial vocational evaluation systems are de-
signed for persons who can see and hear and contain no special'instruction5
or modifications for the-blind or deaf. The evaluator should be aware that
he frequently will have to make modifications in commercial work samples so
that they meet the special needs of his clients (Botterbusch 1976(b); Dick-
son, 1976). In summary, if an evaluator is considering a commercial evalu-
ation battery, he should check the battery against the needs of the client
population served and then decide: (1) whether the system is designed for

.the target disability group(s), or (2) wHether other evaluation techniques
would be more appropriate.

-....
The third area to be considero-d is the purpose of evaluation. Although -

all vocational evaluation techniques should provide career information, a
particular tecimiqueimay- either emphasize occupational information by pro-
viding a hangs-on experience or it mut emphasize the assessment of present
skills and aptitudes without.relatin4eit to- career information. Some systems
attempt to provide a thorough evalvation of the.client's aptitudes and work
behaviors; others provide occupational Ififo tion and experience, often at .

the expense of a thorough ability assessment The evaluator should check
the final report format1O determine exactly at information ik contains;
this goes a long way, in determjning the purpose of a particular system. The
evaluator must first decide what needs to be included in these areas and then
attempt to find or develop the evaluation.tools that best fit the Client's
needs. A system should never be purchosed to."fit in somewhere."

0 -

The fourth area of cbncern is(perhaps the most basic--why even-purchase
", a commercial evaluation system at all? All of the systems are relatively

expensive; Wile are ,yery expensive. None will probabl meet the individual
needs of ,a facility in terms of community jobs and training, client popu-
lations, and purpose of evaluation. A facility colild develop its own eval-
uation unit based on job or work samples taken from local industry.' This
would make evaluationyery-realistic for the client, staff, and even for a
potential employer.' Mditionil work samples could be developed fromrexisting
subcontracts in the workthop. This method not only will.assess the areas in
which the cltent.has his maximilm functions and interests, but also the areas

. .
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. of the shop that would best fit, the clidit. In addition, the client would -

receive training on file work performed in the workshop. Then, when the c'l(iL .

ent is transferred from the evaluation unit, he or she will be familiar Wlth
/the subcOntract, which should alleviate-the need fbr the,supervisor to train
the client from "scratth.."

The de lopment of a work sample is eApensive in terms of 'staff'time.*
In-most fa lities, staff are hired to pr;ovide dfrect client service, and 6

. have a sta f person doing developmental work reduces the time available for
wbrking with clients. 4,44 evaluation units can afford the luxury of develop-
Mental time for staff yersons. Besides the time element, development of '

evaluation tools demands a working knowledge of the skills required to per-
form-jobs and to-analyze tasks, of form and report design, of belvvior

. .

- 4 ._analysis,,_of s_tatistics for norms, And of industrial engineering techniquei.
- Although these skills are becoming tore-and more widespread among-evaluators;

there are still- many facilities that lack pei-sons with these competencies.
The lack of developmental time'coupled with the inexperience of some Oal-
ffitors is partly responsible for the increased .use of'canmercial evaluation
lkystems. The purchase pf these systems'as a'matter of convenlence does not
necessarily imply that the systems are not useful to the evaluator.

.
The 'first decision is whether the evaluation unit is meeting-client

needs:in terms of accurate assessnent for available jobs and/or training. If

needs are not being met, the second decision becomes a qutistion of %gnat areas
of' job assespent are needed'for the evaluation unit. After these needs are
known, a thorough review bf the different evaluation iechniques, commercial
vocatibnal evaluation batteries (or parts of these batteries), and other
available resources sHodld be made to determine how, to best meet these needs.
However, it is a common practiv for many persons.to mant to buy a system
that'will give all,the antwers. Such a.systlam simply does not exist.' There
is also the possibility of carefully selecting individual work sampTes from
several systpis and combining these into a unified system specific to the
needs of the facility; To have appi-opriate evaldation stations., there has-
to be a great deal of analysis of what is to be aecomplisfied during evalua4.
don, the available jobs and training opportunities, the types of clients
with whom you are working, and the best way to accamplish the goals of your
'facility. This anaysis is absolutely necessary beföre a wOrkable system
.can be.developed.

The'preceding-points should only be used as general guidelines because
each facilify is unique. A Critical factor, in purchasing a system should be
based on the knowJedge of what is needed and not on the cbst oeattractive-
ness of the hardware. Usually, no one system will meet all the needs of a
facility and the purchased system should be integrated with facility con-
-sttucted devices, other eyaluation systems, on-therjob evaluation, and psyNL.
chological tests. MDC suggests that a facility obtain as much accur'ate in-
formation as possible about'a systeM prior to purchase.. Some sources of in-
formation ah:

'4

*The MDC Work Samplt Manual ClearingOuse is attempting to reduce the
developmental time by making completed work samgle manuals available to
evaluators.
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The information contained in th''S present' publication and in
A Coniparison of S.even Vocationa Evaluation Systems

;(Botterbusch, 1976(0.
2. MDC's \sound-slide presentations onmost evaluation systems.

\'A broc ure listing these programs is avaifable from MDC.
3.. Talk w th evaluators in.other facilities wAo are usiqg the

syStem !oeing considered and see What they think of it.
4.. If possible, tey (nit the system youeself with clients in

... another acility, ____. -.
) ....

,

5.. Write th systein's manufacturer and obtain current infor-
.

!nation..
.

. , .

,.------Th-canelliSialliADLgarmont reconiRend what comniercisl syltem(s) 'will be best fnr

'`. a facility' because Selectihg the-appropriate syStem is (or should/be) ba-sed
. on an accurate, realistic pssessment'of the.unique needs of each facil ity.

, /
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VOCATIONAL EyALUATION SYSTEM OUTLINE

I. Ddvelopment

as Sponsor - The name of the organization who originally funded or
financed the deVelopment of the vocational evaluation systep. .

b. Target Group - What specific populations, such as disadvantaged,
mentally retarded, or physically handicapped, was the system de-
signed to,serve?

c. Basis of the Ayste6.- What-theoretical or organizational princi-
ple, such as the Dictionary-of Occupational Tftles, was used as

2. Organization'

a. Nan and Number of Woric Samples - What are the names of the wotk
sa 10s and how many work samples does the system contain?

b. 'Grouping of-Work Samples = What is the arrangement of the indi-
vidual wor'k samples within the system? Are several work sampleg
grouped in.a hierarchy orsis each work sample independent?

c. Packaging of Work Samples - What'is the physical setup of the
work samilles in the battery?

d., Manual - What is the pnYsical description of the manual and
does it provide all the details that the evaluator needs to
know in order to use the system?

3. Work Evaluation Process

a. Preliminary Scteening - What information is needed or what deci-:
sions must belhade before a client can be administered the systgm?

b. Sequence of 'Work Sampele Administration 7 In what order are the .

work'sagples administered?

c. Client Involvement - To what extent is the client informed'of
his/her progregs during the course of administration? What
type of formal feedback is given to the client after the entire
battery has been administered? What type of contact does the
clftnt have with the evaluator?

Evaluation Setting.- Wes the-general envjronment attempt to
simulate indiustry, produce a classroom atmosphere, or resemblt
a formal testing situation?:

e. Time to Complete the Entire System - How long does it take the
average client to complete all ,the work samples in the system?

Administration

p. Procedures - Is the purpose.of each work sample, materikm<,
needed, layout, and general instructions clearly given 'sot that
there is little chance ofm;sinterpretation? -

b. Method of Instruction Givrin L'ilow does the client receive his/ I

her iristructiirs fq the wo saniples in the system-,_for ex-
,

ample: oral, demon itten, or audio-visual?

.4
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c. Repeating Work Samples =What provisions-are made for-the
readministration of same work samples'and what is the purgose
of readministration?

.

d.
far
-Provlding Assistance to the Client - What procedures are-there
for giving* extra or additional instructions, demonstrations, or
feedback after the Otbiod of initial instrucfions?

5. Scoring and Norms .

a. Timing - What Are the kocedures for timing the client?

b. Timing Inprval Wheh does the evaluator start timing the
client and when doeAfhe stop?

Time WM - What is the procedure for reporting the time
score for each work sample?

d. 0ErrorNScoring -.What procedures, such as a random check of some
parts,.general rating of overall qudlity, or a comparison to

. 'standards, are used for determinipg errors?

e. Scoring Aids - What use is made of overlays, templates, models,
etc., to makeNscoring more ,accurate and easier for the evaluatorl

f. Quality Narms - Whatprocedures arepusad for reporting the
number of errors, quality rating, etc., for each work sample?

g. Emphasis in Scoring - Does the systemHemphasize time or error
in the scoring procese

Obseri-iation of Clients

a. Work Performance - Are work performance factors (e.g., fine
finger dexterity, color 'percepOon) .listed for the'systpm and-
are specific work,performance factors given or each work
sample?

b. Work Behaviors - Are work behaviors (e.g., "abi ty to follow .

instructions, communication with supérqpors) defined for the
'system and are specific work behaviors to be observedfor each
work simRle?

c. Rating System - What proCedures does the'system have for the.
recording, describing, and rating of observed work performance

and-work behaviors? .
. . 40

Frequency of Observation - How often and to what extent is the
. evaluator to observe and record client behavior? . ..

,

e rtin

ms What forms are includpd.with the syttem?
os.

rnal geportbFormat - What information is-included in the final
report and what type of format (e.g.urating scales, free narra-
tion) As uied to present the informa/lop?

Utility
00

a. Vocational Exploration - Does the system provide experiences
that the client can readily relate to real jobs? '



AO

Vocational 'Recommendations - Are training and job recommenda-
-tions.specific*-or general?. How-are-therrel-ated-tó the DOT or-
other jaclassification systems?

c. Counselor Utilization.- Can the sYirlimi provide the counselor o.
referring agency with useful information and to what extent is
the counselor involved in the-process?

9. Training in the System_

a. Training Required Is formal trajning. required before the sys-
tem is sold?

b. Training Available - Is formal training availab)e?

d. Follow-up -is technieal i'ssistance available after purchase,.
and training?

LQ. Technical Considerations /

a. Norm Base - What norms are available and are the norm groups
clearly defined? 'Are industrial noims (i.e., employed worker) .

available?

Reliability - What empirical evidenZe-is there to demonstrate
that the systemgives reliable or consistent results?1

,

c. Validity - What empirical evidence is available to indicate
that the system really does what it claims, such as make.more
realistic chtices, job and training success, etc4

4

. 11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments - This contains what the reviewer
considers to-be the major advantaps and disadvantages of the
system,

12. Address - The_address of the manufacturer is givemfor those
4ishing tcobtain additional information.

13. Cost - The:present cost of the systim and what materials and serv-
TeTarlkilicluded in the price.

eferences All=6eneral1y available refeeetices are given; those
not ayailable from the MDC Loan'Service ire indicated by an
.asterisic(*).

omit
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.
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estimate from 20 to 35 hours

.. .

.

.

6

-1 .

a

v
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-Outline
.

..
..

. 'COATS
r .

:. ..
. . .

.

Hester

.. .

.

4.
-

Administration

..a. Procedures .

b, Methcotof Insiruc-
t4On Giving'..:

. ,

.c. Weating Work
Samples

d. Providing As-
sistance to Client

.
/

.-

.

.

. s.

.

speClified in detail ,
.

audio-viSual .

- . r

_
r. .

mot specified. ., .

..

.little aWstancd after
ttning Mins

.

.

it

)

.

.
,

not spdttfted in detail
.

oral and demonsti'ation

.

. ,
' .

if nece4ssary., After .

2 weeks
-.' '

no assistance after ,

timing begins

-

.

Scorjng and Norms

a. Timing,

b. Titing Interval

c. .Time Norms

.

evaluator times clientor
client,ttnes self -

not specified
N

computer generated scores

.

,

i

evaluator ttnes.client

varies with type of.test

no separate time-norms
. __ ..

.
.

. ci. Error Scoring

. .

e. Scoring Aids ,

t .

f. Quality Norms

,

g. Emphasis\in
Scoring .

,

,

compared-tq standards

.
,

not. used -

computer generated skill
rating

quality-

.

: .

en
. -

no separate'errornOimis
given

not used

.

. . .

time to completion or
nymber of\rasponses

- -
. ...

.

.

,..

6. Abservation of Clients

i. WorrePerformance

b. Work Behaviors
i

c, Rating System

.

: d. Frequency of
Obseribation.

1 ir

c

.,

.

.- .

no factors recorded

sane factbrs'deined

none; the number of
,behavias is redorded

not specified .

.

')

.

,

.

. ,

.

Because the Hester uses
psychológical and psycho-

' physical tests, no be-
havioral observations'

.

.

.are made.

v

:,

.

,

.

.
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Micro-TOWER
. ,

.

.

VIEWS

..

siNcified ..in detail

. audio-cassette, evaluator
tidemonsraonst

. .

not speCified ,

no assiitance after
'timing begjns .

-

,

spedified in detail
. . . .

oral and modeling,Iflex
.

billity ta use. a variety o

techniques-stressed

repealed ifbsolptely
,.

necessary. `

N little' assistance'after
timing begins

cassette tape

.

specified fOr eacti work
sample

no IimeLnoralla

.

. .

evaluatmr times client

after task $s learned to
Completion

oa.4-pai..at,--scaie;------
. ,

nymber coMpleted; pieces
correct

some use
-/

rated on 5 point scale 4
-

emphasis bn quality
.

. .

,

_rated.

also MODAPTS
1

compared to standards

.

some use .. .

rated on 3 point scale
0--

.

time and quality given
equal weight

-.

. .

_

no specific work factor
specified

5 WA behaviors listed

none
., .

frequent observations are
expected

, .

,

.

10 factors-specified

clearly defied
.

2 or 3 point scale

extensive observations

-

,
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COATS-
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i' Hester' :
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.

Reporting
.

a. -ForMs , .

k . .

b. Final Report
Fdrimat

. .

Vt
0 ,

.

',

4.

-

.

. .
.

*, e
§tandardi2ed forms for all
phases ,

sepaiatecoMputer'printout ..
for each component /

. .

)

.
.

,
s

6., .

. ,

1 -

. *

standardized. forMs foi- all

phases

computer Venerated eport
ists .146rker Ttaft. roups ""

and specific Jobs -

.
A . ,

.
0

.

e.-
.

.

Utifity ,

a. -Vocational
,i

Exploration,

b.. Vocational
Recommendations

c. Counselor

.

.

,

extensive occupational
information given to client'

specific jobs and groups
of jobs
4v k

.

,
. .

.

little use 'to clfent

. . .

completely related. to4DOT
a

1 0 1 .' t t

.

. )

.
.

,

:

.

*d_es-ignid-f-nrclierasal-f
intel-pretation-

,

. I. .

,

. , .

-1Tfilliation

,
.

.

.

Training in the ,

System

a. Training Required

b. Training
Available

.Duration

d. Follow-6p

6

,.,

,

.

.

,

no . .

4.
,

yes .

- ..,

3 to 5 days

yes
.

.

.

.

_

.

yes .

. .

yes

3 days ,

yes r

.

..

.

.

2

1

.

0.

,

..-

,

Technical
Considerations

a. Norm Base

b. Reliability
.

c.'''Validity

.

.

I

.

,

,

,

.

student norms on woisk
samples

adequqte 'data in manuals.

adeqyate.data in manuals

e--- .

.
, 1 .

.,

. f
.

..

ljttle-inormation,
available . ,

test-retest reliabilities
high

manual contains little
data

t '

.

.
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Micro-TOWER .

. s

.

.- VIEWS
' I ,

,

,

. ... ,
N

. standardiZ'ed forms for all
Phases ,, ,. -

three-separiteforms used
to rreport different results

.. .f

.

... .
. . ')

standardized *forms for all
phases

standardized. format con- .

..taining.behavior data .and

recomended Wofter jrai t ...

GrOUPS .%
.

N

,

-

i

-
.

.-

some use. to .cl lent

related to DOT

designed for referral .

.

little u,se to client -

--'-''-

completely related to.DOT
. .

orientated toward coun-

.

agency use or first step
in longer evaluation

selor (t --

\ ..

.

, . _

no

yes
,

2 to 3 days
not specified .

.. ,

.
.

yes
s

yes .

1 week

yes . . -

.
.

.
,

, ,

several, nOrm drotips

.
adequate data in mahual -
high rel iabil Wes

.

construct validity is
more than adequae ,

,

"

*

,

.

mentally retarded adults;
MODAPTS

no data available

no data available

.
,

,
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Comprehensive Occupational Assessment and Training Syst&
(COATS)

t

Development

a. .Sponsor Prep.Inc.
V

4.

b. Target-Group - Originally.designed'for use fh manpower.programs
and sycondary education_ guidance programs, the .COATS haspbeen
slightly modified to seHe'a.rehabilitation populatton.

/
oct. Basis of the System 7 Various research studi.es by.Prep, Int.

and &them established the need lor,and the content of each of ,

'thb four components listed below.

2. Organizatiort 4t *

a. Name and Number of Work Simples - The COATS system consists of
foiir components which ai-e intended to give the evaluator a complete
picture of the client. (Each component may be used independently.)
Each component contains three different.program *vet's: (I) assess-
ment and analysis, (2) prescription and instruction, and (3) eval-
uation and placement. The four lkomponents are as follows:

h) ad) Matching Sysiem - This component matches-the persbn with
job and training oppqrtunities. The system is based on the

workers approach or avoid 16 speelfic skill
categories. The client uses the prdgram to identify his own
preferences, experiences, and capabilities.

4

(a) Assessment - Fifteen audio:visual cartridges present
, photographs and drawings from each of the skill categories.
Five cartridges deal with worker preferenceS, five with
experience and five with capabilities.

(bl Prescription - The client uSes the info4tion gained .

during the assessment phase to plan and perform activities
designeeto help him learn about himself and job require-
ments.. These.activities.are contained in a Student Hand-

. book.

) Evaluation - The client carries lout the previously planned'
exercises and plots his progress.

'(2) Omployability Attieudes System - In this component the client
determines what his attitudes and behaviors are and compares

. them with the attitudes that employers see as being important
'for the hiring, promoting, or firing of an employee. Thirteen .

-job seeking attitudes and 23 job keeping and job advancing ,

categories are used.

(a) Assessment - Six audio-visual cartridges containing what
the developer calls 25 "real .life" adventures are used;

(b) Prescription.- Exercises in the Student Handbook,help the
client interpret the resulti and compare his results with
employer data. ,

0, .

(c) Evaluation Clients keep track of their attitude develop--
ment by4chartihg their activities on Learming'Aetivity Maps.
,Criteria for successful coMpletion of the activities are
given.

14,

0

I.
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, (3) Work Samples fyStem Preently the COATS contains ten worik
samples that were developed on the basis of content analysis'

of taSks common to job families: Praftihg; Clerical-Office;
Metal Omstruction; Sales; Wood ConstructioN'Food Preparation;

. Medical Services; Travel Services;lBarbering-CosnOtollpy', and
Small.Tngine.

, (a) Assessment -r Instructions "are cOntainea on audio-visual

cartridges. Each work vmpte contains occupational in-
.formation which is used tt. -4licit the degree of client
interot in the work sathple. The instmictions Are given

in a step-by-step manner and the cartridge stop.s when a
'task _to Pprformed.

(b) Prescription -,After computer scoring, the client uses a
Student Handbook to interpret his results.

"(c) EvalUation - The aient further.investigates jobs related
to preferred work samples and performs additional fob
related tasks that were not included in the work sample.

(4) 'Living Skills System - The*component-d6ls with what skills
are needed to be functionally literate in contemporary society:

The program classifies litera6 into skills (reading, writing,
computation problem solving, and speaking-listening) and knowl-
ed e areas_ consumer economics, occupational knowledge, corn-

. munity resources, ea an goverirefft=14107-------77------.77------s-----
,

ja), Assessment - Six cartridges containing 18 "adventures"
are used to evaluate literacy skills and knowledge areas.

(b) Prescription - The skills and knowledge areas are reported
to the client.in a 5 x 5 matrix. 'Weak areas are identified

.usihg a Student Handbpok., Aitt.

I. 'AZIA
(c) Evaluation - IRdividualized objectives areistablished

and the client works toward raising his litkracy levels
where necessary.

p. Grouping of Work Samples - There are four Components in the COATS-

system. These are described. above; Each work sample is independent.

c. Packaging of Work Samples - Each of the ten'work samples is separately
packaged in a portable container no larger than 16 x 24 x 20. The

work samples can be set up on a table top or in a 48 inch wide car-
rel. The other three components are each packaged separately.

Manual - The COATS uses a separate loose-leaf manual for each,com-

ponent. "The9e manuals contain all administration details, interpre-
tation of results, hints for working with cltent$ on each.0 the

_three levels, as well asta summary of the research studies and the
development methodology used for each component. A separate manual

is also used for eaCh work sAmple.

3. Work Evaluation ProCess 10

a.)areliminary Screening - N6 preliminary screening is required.

15
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4.

AO.

b. Sequence of Wdrk Sample Administration - The foui- components may
- be given tn any order. The ten work samples need not all be admin-

istened or administered tn any particular 6rder. Because each cam--
ponent is.mdre-or-less independent, comOnents.may be purchased and
used independently of each.other. .

4
c. Client Involvement - Therp is extensive client involvement follow-

ing the asSeSsment Phase of each component. Thexlient uses the
appropriate Student Handbook to intraret his results, then plans
and follows activities designed4o change his attitudes and/or be-
-havior. The evaluatOi' monitors client progi-ess, Welps when neces-:
sary, and coordinatesAhe,activities of several glients.

d. Evaluation.Setttng.- Although' themanuals-do not specify-a partic-
ular setting, the use of aadit-visual,imeerials, anstiler sheets, hand-
books, as well as the eniphasis on activities gives the COATS a class-
room atmosphere.

e. Time to Complete the Entire System.- If all ten work sampl4s are
given, the work samples take from 18 to 40 hdurs to administer,
The other three components take an *estimated 1-0 to 20'hours.
These estimates are for the asSessment level only. All components
except worksampiesmcan be administered to Small groups.

Administratton

_a.

described.

Plethod.of Instruction Giving - During the assessment_phase, all
instructions are presented on a cartridge containing an eight-track
audio tape synchronized with a 16mm filmstrip. the client re-
Sponds by using separate answer sheets for each component avid for
,each work sample; Student handbooks, learning contracts, pd activ-
ity maps are used during the prescription anikevaluation phases.
The reviewer esttmates that an eighth grade reading level is re-

p'quired for 9equate use of the printed-matWals.

c. Repeating' Work'Samples - Na information,is contained in the manuals
concerning the readministration of work saMples or the Other three
components. -)

C.

Providing Assistance.to the Client - The evaluator is to make
certain that the client understands all instructions prior to
beginning a task. Additional instructions can Be given once
the task has begun if the client is having trouble understanding
them.

Scoring and Norms

a. timing - The,only timed components are the work samples. Here,
either ;he evaluator times the client or the client times him-

' self.

b. Timing Interval This is not specified in the work sample manuals,,
but includes all the time the client is under the direction of the
audio-visual program.

C. 'Hine Norms - The total time to completion is reported on the com-
puter generated Work Sample System Student Record Form. .

20/
-16
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"
Error Scoring - After"com
against carefully defined
task within thp work sample
four point,..rathti§ scale.

all work sample results are checked
criteria. ,The results of each
dged separately and rated on a

Scoring Aids - Na'scoring aid5 are used.
5

.f. Q6ality tibrm§:- The quality of each work samplejs presented
the'form,of.a skill rating and data on the percentage ef tasks'
successfully completed on the computer printout.

g. Emphasis in Scoring:- lime mid-quality icores, are given for 6ach work

,;

sample, .with the emphasis on, -qual ity;
we.

SA.

Observation.of Clieents

a. Work Performance - No woi-k performance factors are reCorded dn the
, evaluator'k.Behavior Observation Fbrm during work sample adminis.-

tration.
)

Work Behaviors -- Dt'Ai-ing the administration of each work sampie, the
evaluator observes the clidtit on: efficiency, relationship to
authority, behavior in work setting, peer relationships, and self-
appearance.

c. Rating System - No rating system is used; the evalUator uses a
computer-scored fortti'to record the number of types of specific
behaviors..

d. Frequency of Observation - The mandal dOes-no.t give any specific
schedule for behavtoral obserliations; it merely states that the
client is to be observed on Nscheduled asis.
re

Reporting

a. Forms - The COATS contains computer-scored answer sheets for the
. Job Matching, EMployability Attitudes, and Living Skills Systems.

Each work samOle uses,a separate font which contains client Self-
ratings of interest, quality, and speed. During. work sample admin-

istration, the Behavior Observation Fonn'is used by the evaluator to
record behaviors. At present, turnaround time is about'one week
far computer scoring. ,

b, Final Report Format - Each compoivent of the COATS system produces
a comiputer-generated final report of the assessment Ohase. The .

client uses a separate Student Handbooklfor each component to '

systematically interpret these results and then to plan And carry
out prescribed activities. Por clients who lack the ability or
time to use the Student Handbaok, the evaluator transfers the in.-
formatiob from the printouts onto an Interpretation Profile for
each component. .These results are caeined into it single narraiive

. evaluation report.

t

a. Vocational Exploration - The Job Matching, Employability Attitddes,
and-,the Work Sample Systems provide the client with a wealth,of
occupational.information.

\ .1). 'Vocational RecammendatiOns - The COATS provides vocational recdm-
mendations for both individual jobs and groups of related jobs.

tt
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c. "Counselor Utilization r At present the COATS is

for client (or student) self*terpretation fol
designed to chav,:client behaVior., The evalua
provide tive counselor with a.useable report usi

. generated by the COATS,

g: Training in the System

a. Training Reqqired - No

b. Training Available - Yes/

c. Duration - Three to five days

"d. Follow-up - Yes

Jethnica1 Consideratiom

baiically designed

lowed by. activities

tor must be able to
ng the wealth of data

a: Norm Base - Adequate norming procedures were used for all cam-
poneqstexcept the Work Sample System. Only student time norts
are available for the work samples No cliept, employed worker,
or industrial norms are available for the work samples.

b. Reliability - Summaries of the research available in the four in-
structor's manuals and in a sepal-ate research publication indicate
that the reliability of the components is adequate.

c. Validity - Th.e validity of the COATS was establish
,edby sever4a1

-di-f-ferent-methiftsand---valiiii-ty data are--aval+abfe---hTtiTe-fuur------
instructor's manuals.

11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments

1

The COATS is the most comprehensive evaluation system presently
avatlable for use in educational and rehabilitation settings. The
system is logically consistent, well designed, and based on a wicle.
range of research studies. Two unique asiAtcts are: (l) the-empha§is
upon the client using the results of the assessment phase to plan
and, libpefullyc Change his own behavior and (2) the fact that each
component can be used independently% This. means that a facility could
use, for example, the Work Samples and Job Matching Systems in an
evaluation unit, the Empl yability AttitudesSystem in a WI* adjust-
ment program, and the Liv ng Skills System in a literacy trainipg p

gram. The COATS was des ned for khool populations and this resul
in .several, potential oblems forrehabil+tation facilities: (11 th
Client must be able, read at. dbout the eighth grade leiel to use
the Student Handbook effectively; (2) the ase of audio-visual format
and sepaf'ate answer heets may present some problems for persons' with
.hearing, visualfand/ r learning handicaps; and (3) the turnaround time
of one week is a prob em'for facilities thattypically haye a twp to
three week period of. aluatio .

t .

12. Address

Prep, Inc.
1575 Parkway AVenue
Trenton, New Jersey 08628

,

.18
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S.

"

a

Cost

The complete cost for each comp9.9and't
equipment is as follows: (trafning ot included in cost)

essary audio-visual.'

job Matching System
Employability Attitudes System
Work Samples System (10 work samples)
Living Skills System

Prep Cour4er Audio,Visual. Pro'jector PP40
(for'itidividual uSe) :

Prep Tutor Audio:Visual Projector PP41.0,1
(for small group use).

..$1,880.00
1,242.50
7,321.00
1,1052.50

Reference .

Pisauro, M.-L., Comprehensive Occupational AsiasMe t.apd Training
System. In A: SaX .(Ed.) Innovations in VoationaT 'Evaluation and
Work Adjustment. Vocational Evaluation and.Work AdjUstment

ftat

. 0

p.

Bulletin, 1976, 9(3), 39-45..
'440
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Hester Evaluation System
* (Hester)

0

Development

. a. _Sponsor -.Goodwill Industries of Chipgo

'b. :Target Group - Although designed for physically and mentally handi- ,

capped rehabilitation populations (except persons who are.visually
'disabled), the Hester)can be used with almost any educattonal and
ability group, ineluding."normal" high schmil students and adults.

A,

c. Basis of the'System - The Hester is based almost exclusively on
the Dictivary of Occupational Titles (DOT)., especially the Data-

L
People-Things hierarchy, Worker Trait Groups,.physical li itations,
working conditions, general vocational preparationIGED), and specific

'vocational preparation (SVP). The Hester is not a work s p le, but

a battery of psychological tests designed to relate client scores to
the DOT.

2. Organization

-----41.--Name-aad-Number of Work-Samples -.Twenty-eight 4-ire fictor_perform-
ance and paper and pencil scores (i.e., tests) are grouped into
seven categories on the computer printout for ease of reading.
These scores ass'ess the client's abilities on the Data and Things
hierarchies: (The system requires the evaluator to determine
.People levels based on interviews, case histories and evaluation
results using variOus techniques. The system contains detailed
instructions onphow to rate each level of the People hierarchY.)
The 28 scores 'are 'as tollows:

(1) Unilateral Motor Ability - Finger Dexterity (Purdbe 'Pegboard),

Wrist-Finger Speed (Tapping Board) and Arm-Hand Steadiness
(Lafi,yette Motor Steadinest Kit).

(2) Bilateral Motor Ability = Manual Dexterity (Minnesota Rate of
Manipulation), Two-Ann Coordination (Two-Arm Tracing APparatus).,
Two-Hand Coordination (Etch-A-Sketch with Maze OVerlay)., Hand-
Tool Dexterity (Hand-Tool Dexterity Test), Multiple Limb Co-

,

ordination (foot operated st6pler), and Machine Feeding (fold-
,. ing machine).

r.

C

.1

(3) Perceptual - Perceptual Accuracy (projector with sl1des), Per-.
ceptual _Speed (Tachistoscope); and Spatial Perception (Revised
Minnesota Paper Form Board Test).

(4) Perceptual Motor Coordination-Aiming (Lafayette Motor Steadi-
..

pess Kit), Reaction Time (Multi-Stimulus Reaction Timer); Fine
Perceptual Motor Coordirilation (Polar Pursuit Tracker), and

Visual Motor Reversal (Mirror Tracing Apparatus).

(5) Intelligence - Abstract Reasoning (Raven Progressive Matrices),
Veital Ability (SRA Verbal Test L Scale), Numerical Ability
(SRA Verbal Test - Q Scale), Decision'Speed (saMe equipment 'as
Perceptual Accuracy), Response Orientation (same equipment as
Reactfon Time), and Oral Directions (Personnel Tests for In-.
dustry - Oral Directions Test).

20
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(6) Achievement - Reading (Gates-McGinitie Comprehension Test) and
Arithmetic (Level I of the Wide-Rvge Achievement Test).

-

(7) Physical Strength -.1-tand Stavngth (grip dynamometer).,and Lift-
..
ing .Abil ity (standing platfotv).

rouping of, Work Ipitipl es' - Al though/leapt s;jis independent, they
ut-according totthe seven categories listed

es - The test/ and apparatus are' indivijually
omponentsre, needed ,for 'two or more

e changtid for\ some tasks.
tests can be ordered directly from

a e.grouped on the,pri
above.-

, ,

c. Packa9ing of Work Sam
packaged,',-Bebause some
psychop sical tasks, the
The s ngaixlized psychologica
their reipective publishers.

d. Manua \ The loose-leaf manual Con ins most system details, ixt-
cludirk administration instrtictio "-data entry zodes and ins,rac-
Vions, kome interpretation mater ls, andian organized list of all
the jojisc'ip the system. 11*

Work* Eval uatio Prqcess

a. Preliminary'Screening INO,preli y screening 1 required. In
the-three-icarregas a luapo -a-mdesigned by. and used at
Chicago Goodwill, the ester i administered at the beginning of
the program to *determine basic 'abtlities.

i. . .,,,, .

Sequence of Work Simple A tistration - The tests do not have to
be gived in any, ipecific ord r. f 'ev,

, 4..
Client. Involvement-- B ause of the it- al nature of the teWng
process'arld the emphas s AlliClit atcüra eaiur eni, there is

. littl e client involOpe t during' aptia1. testing. *ever, th,
evaluator is ur"ged tb explainit,he entire ,system to clients prior
to test administration. , ' . ,

. .
k , , .

> , % t .
N.Evaluation Setting - The psychoihetric basis;, of the Hester creates

*- a formal testing atmosphere. The'emi asis on'accurate measurement
\ using .psychophysical devices to. detOrmine reaction time, dexterity,

etc., could easily create.a labmltbry-lik qnvironment.
\ ,-)'.

e. Time to Complete the Enti systi\4. The d
the entire battery can ,be a inisterjed in
indiVidually adninisteed t sts take about

.The remaining fo r hours aret devoted to t
istered to small group4.1

4. Administration

a. Procedures - Currently available inform
tails on the layout, materials neeNed f
connect the electrical tiping an& c
does not have to be administered
developer states that a clerical
easily administ4r the system.

veloper 'estimates that
bout five hours. The
one' hour to administer.
ts that can be admin-

,)\
y

on does not contain de-
each task, and how to

ng devices. The Hester
ained evaluator. .The
or eval uator, aide 'coul d
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r

a

r
Wethod of Instr. action Giving - All inAructiOns are read aloud to_
clients and man'y ar:e accompanied,b3$ short demonstrations. The:

manner of cowmuniOtion.of theinstructions may be.yariedltd.

accommodate.any special plient.problems (e.g:,)learing ftoblems,
lew intelligence).

.
c.- ReiTeating Mork Samples. -Immediate reqdministration of the tests

"is fiat usually.recoimmen because of the possIble influence Of .2.:

:'practice effects.- If rudmipistration ts requirede.the developer -
suggests'retes,tin% after.one or.two Weeks. , -

ProvidiRg Assistance- to'the-Clteht .- The-evaluator is to make
certain that-the cljentfully understands the instructions to
each test, No assis.tance isgicren during,the actual administration
of the tests.;

.5. Swing andl P6rms

a. Timing - The evaluator times the client. The timing Of the psycho-
physical tests is-carefully contrcilled by, electrical ttming devices.

b. Ttning Interval -'For many tests, timing is the speed with which
the client responds to a specific,sttnulus by performing highly

unique responses. A. few tests are timed" from either start to

completion or for a definite period bf time. . *

C. .Time Norms - No separate'time norms.are presented: .The raw test ..

scores. are Sent toLthe,develOet for computer scoring.

-

1

' . rl., .

Error Scoring - No separate error scores are computed. The psycho- .

.

physical tests use moStly tfme.to completion or th..numbr of .

responses ,performed within a detimit4,timet limit. .

,
* ..-___.

Scoring Aids - No scoring aids_ammiusilt .

Quality Norms - there are no qualilerpOtS rePorted.
, .

g. Dmphasis on Scoring.- The emOhasis is on time to completion or
number of responses performed within kdefinite le limit.

Oservation of Clients

.a. Won Performance -"

b._ Work Behaviors --

,c. Rating System -

d. Frequency of Observation -

Reportin9

Because the Hester Evaluation System is a
group of pSiChological and psychophysical
tests, no behaviorM obs'ervations are made.

.a. 'Forms - Standardized forms are used to record responses on most of
the psychophysical tests."All data, together with demograph4cal

22. at;
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information, are transferre& to,two final for;mS' Orior to computer

scoring by'Chicago Goodwill Industries. .The raw scores,can be
given to the computer in one of three ways: \s(1) by mailing the
forms, (2) by using e coMputer.terminal service available in larger
cities, or (3)*by calling the i-esults in by telephone. If the

computer term.inel service is-used, the printout-containing the
results is available. within 15 minutes after data entny. Mail and

telephone entries are returned.by mail.

Final Report Form - The following information is contained on the
computer printout: (1) demographic and identification supRlied by
the evaluator, (2) the scores for each'test listed under their e

respeative category, (3) the Data-People-Things hierarchies showing
client level of-functioning, 14) the feasible Worker' Trait Groupi .

for the client, and (5) a .selected list of job titles taken from the
feasible 'Worker Trait Groups together With their physical.limitations,
working conditions, GED.and SVP.

8. Utility
.

. 0. \ P

a. Vocational Exploratio6 - The formal testing atmosphere and the'lack
of Introductory explanations relating the tests to jobs offers the ''

client almost.no chance for vocational exploration.140wevq6 the_
jObs listed 'on the computer prtstiv.t. are intended to providb the
client with information that can be used ais a basis of vocational..4

. exploratiqn.
f

Vocational Ri.acommendations - The Hestei- printout contains both
general groups of jobs Ci.e., Worker Trait Groups andispecific jobs, .

, that are considered to be within the client'ssability. The sys-
tem is completely related to the Er, even to the extent of ,giv-

ing page numbers. 4,

,

c. Counselor Utilization - The system is designed to report jobs and
job areas that are within the client's abilities. This information,

.
if commanicated to the referring counselor effectively, is very

.. useful,.

Training in the Sistem

a. Training Required -,Yes

b. Training Available -

c. Duration - Three days
.

d. Fotlow-up Technical assistance is available after purchase.'

10. ''Technical Considerations

a. Norm Base The manual states that "norms were developed over the
years from test scores of staff members and clients at the goodwill

Rehabilitation Center,prograth." HoweVer; the manual does mot cpn-

tain these norms.

#
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b. Reliability - Test-retest reliAbilities for individual tests on 45
clients retested after four weeks range from .72 to .95. These are
high. The second type of i-eliability is the reproductibility of the
job list. In a test-retest situatiOn, 78% of the job families listed
on the first printout were the same as those listed on the second.

Validity - The manual contains a.discussion of five types of valid-
ity, but presents very little data. The construct validity of the
Heste is based on several factor analyses; howeverl none of.these
are given in the manual. A-concurrent.validation.study of 156 den- ,

tists.demonstrated that 80% of the dentists "would have been rec-
.

°mended to enter dentistry."

, 11. Reviewer's Sunmary_ and Comthents - The Hester uses the trait-and-factor
approach that lias -been used as a test:development model foriover 40
years. This approach has proven.successful for many ptychological
.tests. The Hester attempts to ,present a picture of the client's
abilities mit° match these abillities with the structure.of the DOT.
The logical structui'e has a definite appeal to persons who stress
ability testing as'partobf the vocational evaluation process.. it
must,6e emphasized that the lack of detailed information on the .

development'and the validity bf the syttem are a major source of
concern. The Hester does. not,..c4im to_beA complete vocational
eValuation system--the developer realizes the need for occupational
information, interest determinatiiin, accurate behavioral observations,
and evaluator interaction with the client. ihe Hest& could be best'
described as a very logical series of tests designed to relate client
abilities to the Data-People-Things hierarchies 'of the DOT.' The
system is probably best used for initial screening et the beginning '
of thd vocational evaluation process.

A

.12. Address

Hester Evaluation System
' Goodwill Industries of Chicago
120 South Ashland Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607

13. Cost - Total cost is approximately$4000.00. This includes hardware,
training, and expendable supplies for loo persons.

14, References 4

BotterbUsch, K.,' Hester Evaluation System. In A. Sax,(Ed.)
Innovations inlio'cational Evaluation and Work Adjustment.
Voeational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Bulletin, 1975,
8(4),.62-65.

#
*Heeter, E. J.:The differential effpcts of diiability and sex on

job' sample task performance. Unpublished doctoral disser-
tation, Loyola University, 1969.-

.4

Hester,I. J11, Hester Evaluation System. Unpublished paper, Good-
. will Industries of Chicago, n.d.'
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Mitro-TOWER

1. Development

a. Sponsor - ICD Rehabilitation and Research Center

Z.'

b. Target Group - The syStem is Primarily aimed at a general rehabilipa-
tion population, but it'can also be used with special education stU-
dents, the disadvantaged, and,adult offenders. Althotigh not specially
designed for mentally retarded persons, it can also be used with edu-
cable mentally retarded persons.

Basis of the System - The sysiem is basically a group aptitude test
that uses work sample techntques to measure seven aptitudes ,as defined
and uSed in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). The,results
are related to the aptitude requirements for entry level jobs in
specific Worker. Trait Groups.

,2. Organization

.2 a. Name and Nitiber of Work Samples - The system contains 13 work samples,.
divided into five groups of what can be called general aptitudeS.
Four of the.work_samPles (Wani_Ads Comprehension, Zip Coding, Blue-

..print Readings and Payroll Computation) have alernate forms to pre-
vent-copying during administration and for possible use during retest-
ing. The primary aptitude(s) sand their,DOT abbreviation:for each work
sample are given in.the parentheses:

1. Motor -.Electronic Connector Assaibly (F-filiger dexterity); Bottle
Capping and Packing (M-manual dexterity); alid Lamp Assembly,(K-
motor coordination).

2. Spatial - Blueprint Reading-(S-spaiial reasoning); and Graphics
Illustration (S-spatial reasoning; K-motor cooVOination).

3. Clerical Perception - Filing
dination); Mail Sorting (Q
ity); Zip Coding (Q-clerica
(Q-clerical perception). 4 '

-crerical perception; K-motor coor-
al perception; M-manual dexter-

Minion); and Record Checking

4.. Numerical - Making Change (N-numerical reasoning); and Payroll
Computation (N-numerical reasoning). 4

! I.. Verbal - Want Ads Comprehension (V-verbal comprehension); and
IMP Message, Taking (V-verbal comprehension).

C

b. Grouping of Work Samples - The work samples are'grouped according to
the five *aptitude areas listed:above.

c. Packaging of Work Samples -'All work samples are indOidually packaged.
Because the System is.designed for group administration, a separate set
of work samples is needed for each client, plus a demonstration set for
the.evaluator.

Manual,- The system contains several manuals. A general administri-,
tfbn and scoring manual, a manual for the group discussion program,

.a separate manual for each work sample, a technical manual, and an.
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i
. inventory manual. All manuals are well-organized and contain cbmplete
and detailed instructidhs on setupadrilinistration, scoring, use of re-
sults, etc.. All manuals are printed. 411%

1

.Work Dialuation f.rocess'

a. Preliminary Screening - No preliminary screening is required prior to
the administration of Mi6ro-TOWER. The manual states, however, that
a period of general orientation to the system should be given prior

, to work sample'administration.

Sequence of Work Sample Administration - The manual contains several4 u
sdggested schedules for administration of the work samples and for
group diicussion. These schedules are only suggestions an6the wbrk
samples do not have to be given in any set sequence. Within each.work
sample a carefully defined sequencOs followed. All ins4ructions to,0
the clients are reCorded on a cassette tape. The first step is the /
pre,SentatiOn of a series of eiccupational photos which illustrate jobs
requiring 'the skills assessed by the work sample. Each work sample'
provides an untimed learning/practice Reridd which includes taped in-
structions, visual illustrations, evaldator demonstrations, andtan
opportunity for clients to practice. During this,period, the cassette
JUkpe automatically-stops at- presallec ted -places-so that the evaluator

tan give Additional instructionsetc. The evaluator is also free to
stop the tape at any time if additidhal help is needed. After this ,}

learning/practice period comes the evaluation period. Here aients
work entirely on their own without any help. The purpose in clearly
separating the practice and evaluation periods is to make certain that
the client has learnathe task before beingxequired to perform-it.
The system4places a great deal of emphasis on separation.bf learhing
from performance. After completionA0 the task, the clients fill out
.a self-report form.rating the* interest and perceived ability.

C. Client InvOlvement MicyAo-TOWER-)emphasizes client-involvement. This

'is accomplished in several ways. Prior to administration of the work
sample, occupational information is provided; during the instruction
period, the evaluator stops at several points to answer questions and
provide additional,instructions. The practice period also permits
feedback. The greatest client involvementis during the,group dis-
mission program. Here, client values, interests, needs, eta., are
discussed. Suggested activities are provcded in a separate manual.
Clients also receive formal.feedback of their performance on the,work
samples.

d. Evaluation Setting - The evaluation setting could best be descr$bed
as a combination of a formal testing situation and a group counsel-
ing environment.

Time to Complete'the Entire System - Total testing time is about 15
hours; if group discussions are included, the total evaluation takes
from 19 to 20 hours.Depending op what schedule is used, the battery
canl,be administered in between three and five days. the mapaal con-.
tains several suggested schedules which vary in the number of hours
per day that the Work samples are administered and in the presence
and duratton of the group discussion periods.

26



Administration

a. Procedures h- General administration procedures are described in.the
, overall manual. The specific manual on each work sample contains de-

tailed instructionston materials, layout, administration, scoring cri-
teria, etc. All procedures are thbroughly defined.

b. Method of Instruction Giving -kInStructions are given by several meth-
'ads. Each work sample begins with a series of large photographs sho'w- .

ing jobs requirIng skills related to the workisample. The major in-

, structional method, however,, is a separate audio-cassette tape for
each work sample which is coordinated with the evaluatoe's demonstri-
tions. This tape is programmed to stop at certain critical points so
that the evaluator can provide help, give additional explanations, or
check the results of the practide exercises. The system emphasizes

. standardized instrucfions and timing; it uses the audiat-tape as the
major means of insuring standardization. No written tnstructional
materials are used. However, to complete some of the verbal and
clerical tasks, a third to fourth grade reading level 1A,requited.'

111.

c. Repeating Mark Samples - The,manual contains no instrurtionl or,guide,
lifieS for relleating work samples. The only reference to readministra-
tion is made:in regard to the use of altarnate fOrms. for four work

, '-
samples.

Providing Ass4stance to the.Client - Extensive assistance is Oovided
.during the learning/pridtice period. None is given during,the actual
evaluation period.

Scorins and Norms

a. Ttning - The evaluation period on each work sample is timed through
,the use of 'the cassette tape. The;tape tells the clients to "begin,"
then runs through a number of minutes of blank tape and then tells
the clients to "'stop." ThisEprocedure is to insure accurate timing.

Timing Interval - Timing is for a.specified-period within each work
sample.

c. Time Norms - No time normS, are used in this system. The score for
each work sample isothe number of correct responses; report forms
also provide space for recording the nuimber attempted.

Error Scoring - A separateform is used for each work sample to score
the number of correct responses, pieces completed, etc. The entire
product is scored for each work sample; there ere no random checks.
The raw scores for each work sample are recorded on the 'Summary of
Work Sample Performance" sheet. Quality standards are carefully de-
fined. .

e. Scoring Aids - Some use is made of'scoring aids.

f. Quality Norms - The raw scores for each work sample are compared o
the desired norm group. A scale is used to convert the scores into
one of five possible ratings. These ratings are based on percentile

27 3:4;
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norms, one rating for each 20 percentile points. Thus, a very high
ratjng means 'that the client scored above the 81st percentile. Norms'

aresavailable for 19 different groups. \.
g. Emphasis in Scoring - The emphasis-is on the quality of work preiducer%

within a specified time period.,

,

6. Observation of Ctients

4P

a. Work Performance - No specific work performance factors are defined in
themanual or 1)isted on the "Behavioral Observations" form: Fpr each
work sample thee is.a space for the evaluator to record general com-
ments; there are ha suggestions the manual as to ilhat these should
cover

b. Work 'Behaviors - Five Work behaviors are listed on the "Beha0or Ob-
servations" form. These ire not defined in behavioral terms (e.g.,
attention span.and efficiency). This form also includes a category
called "General Behavior' which includes itqms such as apearance,
self-lmage, and reacticm to pressure. ,The evaluator Is to make short

the !'behaviors" listed on this form.

c. Rating System - No rating system is used for any of the items on the
"Behavioral Observations"-form. kbwever, a six-point scale.is used'
for general and work behaviors on the Summary Report-Form.

d. Frequency of.Observation - Observations are to be made-during the .

trainimphase, during the.performanCe,of the work sample,, 'end dur-

ing. group.discussion. While no'tchedule for frequency is ipecifiedo
it would appear that frequent observations are expected.

Reporting
c`

.

a. Forms - 'Me Micro-TOWER uses a variety, of forms. This includes a raw
score form for each work sample, the ."Behavioral Observations" form if

. mentioned above,ra "Summar'y of-Work Sample Performance" form, an
attendance foim, as well as reporting forms. The-client completes-a
"Client Interest and Perceived Performance" form after the completion'
of each work sample; there is. flso a summary sheet for this form. -

Final Report Format - There are three forms used 'for repbrting. The,

first is a profile sheet based on percentiles that gives the client's
results on each work sample on a scale from much below average to
much above average. The second is a narrative summary report format
which may or may not include the forms mentioned under 7.a. 'Finally's,
there is a "Recommendations." form which uses a checklist format to
cover topics such as special training, individual attention, ana

. vocational recommendations.

Utility

a. Vocational Exploration -4The information given at the beginning of
each work sample is designed to make clients.aware of wkatijobs are -

.
related to the aptitude(s) being measured by the work sample., This

0-74,

information, plus the group discussion, provide the client with some
. occupational information. , ,
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b.- Vocational.Recomiendations - The systel relates aptitudes to Worker
Trait Groups that require aptitude patterns similar to those of the
client. Thus, in making recommendations, the evaluator would match
clients' aptitudes with those required by the Worker Trait Groups.
This, Ivocess would be further broken down according to4 interests,

interpretations from behavior observations, and.the results of group
discuSsions. These recommendations would be written in narrative form
in the narrative summary report. \

,

c. Counselor Utilization - The system can-be used to (1) produce a final
report that is designed,for the referral agency, or (2) as the first
step in an extended evaluation.

Trainin te stem

a. Training equired - Although fbrmal training is not required, it is
strongly recommended.

,

Training Available - Optional training programs are available.
/

c. Duration- --Two or- three-da3fs-clepend-ing-ttpon-the-tra-i-n-ing-optionv-

d. Follow-up,-4This ;information is not specifled.

1.07 Technical Considerations
-

a. Nam Base 7 Narms are available on many grouW- a national sample of
1,500 rehabilitation clien4, males, females,\ Spanish-speaking, left
handed persons, physicallj d*abled psychiatrically disturbed, brain
damaged, cerebral palsied, students in special education, the disad-
,vantaged, ex-drug abusers, ex2alcoholics,.and adult offenders. In.

&, addition, help is available from ICD to assist\facilities in develop-
ing local norms.

Reliability - The Technical Manual
the Micro-TOWER work samples, The
The d4ta was based on test-retest,
sistency estimates. .

\

provides dat on the reliability of
coefficients range from .74 to .97.
alternate forMs, and internal con-

,

.

c. Validity - Although a factor analysis revealed a large general factor,
7

there was also evidence for grouping the work sampl s
.

o the five
4aptitude areas. ,The construct validity of the work sample battery is
supported by examination of the intercorrelations o the Micro-TOWER
work sahples.. Correlations are also available with he factors fram
the General A6titude Test Battery (GATB). 'All data are t'eported-in
the Technfcal Manual. One study providing positive evidence of Micro-
TOWER's use in decision-making compared the recommendations Made after
a one week evaluation with Micro-TOWER to the recommendations made af-
ter four additional weeks in TOWER. There wa-a 74% agreement on voca-
tional recommendations, suggesting that decisions can be reached in
a much shorter time for many individuals.

'
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,11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments :'Micro-TOWER may best be described as a
'gravy aptitude battery that uses work sampling techniques as the assess--

ment method. The system claims to/measure seven of, the nine aptitudes

that are used in the Wor,ker Trait Groups arrangement of the DOT. The
system has'the advantage of being group administered in a fairly short
period of time, thus making maximum use of evaluator time, The system

attempts .to go beyond the md4e assessment of aptitudes by providing pccu-
pational information,and grpup discussion. Adequate norms are available,

' except for employed workers. The system generally takes a standardized,
psychological test approach with emphasis on carefully controlled adminis-
tration canditions, the separation of learning .fromi performance, and the
relSorting of results in tertms of'percentiles. One_major problem with the

system is the lack of thorough I,?ehavioral observational materials. Anoth-

er possible problem is the conv&se of, the advantages of d'group adminfs-
tered test - the evaluator may not be Ole to provide the client wfth th,e
one-to-one relationship that is needed for same,severely disabled persont.

12. Address - Micro-TOWER
ICD Rehabilitation and Research Center-
340 East 24th,Street

--New--Yorki-,fletclork 10010

13. Cost - The cost of the Micro-TOWER depend' primarqy upon the number of
aients being tested in'the group. Each client requires a ;complete set

of equipment. An additional set of equipment is needed for the evaluator.
Prices are available for group sizes froth 4 to 30,'for example:

Number of Persons Tested Per Group Price

, 4 $ 4,753.00

7 . $ 6,015.00

10 $ 7,207.00

20 $lowirom
, 30 $12,647.00

. t.,

The above prices include all equipment, formS to test 100 clients per work
sample, on& set of evaluator's equipment for gach work sample, a cassette
playback and a cue-stop system, table easels and photo books, all shipping
and insurance charges, and training in the use of the system.

14. References

*Backman, M. E., Lewis, L. R., & Loeding, D., Examination of the aptitudes

measured by work samples in the Micro-TOWER evaluation system. Paper
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*Backman,A. E., Micro-TOWER: A pew concept in work evaluation. In S. D.

Michael (Chair),'New Developments in Work Evaluation. Presented at-
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York City, March_1975.
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Vocational Information and Evaluation Wort Samples
(VIEWS)

Development

a. Sponsor - Philadelphia Jewilh Employment and Vocational Service

4 b. Target Group - The system ts especially designed for *mild, moderate
and severe mentally retarded persons.

. Basis of the System -6The VIEWS is based on four Areas of Work an4
s4x Worker Trait Groups (WTG) in the Dictionary of Occupationaj
Titles (DOT).

Organization

. a. Name and.Number of Work Samples -
according to the DOT.

1. EleMental Area of.Work
Bolts and Washers Sorting! Paper Count and Paper Cutting;
Collating and Stapling; Stamping; Nuts, Dolts and Washers
Assembly; and Screen Assembly. Feeding-OffbearingiWTG:

,

Machine Feeding,,

Clerical Area of Work - Routine Checking and Recording WTG:
Mail Sort and Mail Count. Sorting, Inspecting, Measuring and
Related WIG: Nut Weighing; and Valve Disassembly. 4

Machine Area of Work -.Tending WIG: rDrill Press

Crafts Area of Work - Manipulating WTG: Bud4et1e Assembly;
Valve Assemblyi and Circuit Board Assenbly.

lb: Grouping of Work Samples - The work samples are grouped actording
to the four areas listed above.

qa*

The 16 work samples are organized

c: Packaging of Work Samples - Fourteen w
packaged in portable plastic cabinets.
Feeding Work Samples are permanently mou

samples are individually
he Drill Press and Machine
ted on a sturdy work table.

Manual - An offset manual contains all administrative details, such
as setup, evaluator anthclient instructions, and scoring proCedures.

4

3. WorktvaluatiomProcess

a. Preliminary Screening - No preliminary screening is required.
4

bz. Sequence of Work Sample Administratidn - The work saMpl4s are given
from least.complex to most complex. .Each work sample has three phases:
(1) Demonstration - the .evaluator'follows the manual to provide an oral"
description and a physical demonstration for the client; (2) Training -
the client is trained to 4 predetermined criterion of mastery on each
work sample---during this phase the evaluator is free to use a wide -

variety oftechniques to make certain that the client learns the
task; and (3) Production - after the criterion have been achieved,



the client is assigned a set.nUmber of pycles of 'the work samPle to

'perform independently. The purpose in separatin the training and
-production phases is to make,sure that the ci içzSt has learned each'
task ,before he performs it.

c. Client Involvement - There is extensive client involvement. In the
training phase for each work sample, the evaluator and the client
ha& a significant amount of interaction during the learning process.
The Evalua.tor's Handbook calls for an informal client feedbackses-
sion afterthe first day as well as on subsequent days when needed.
There ii little client involvement-during the production phase.

Evaluation Setting - A realistic work atmosphere and setting i're
stPessed in the Handbook and during evaluator training.

e, Time to Complete the Entire System - The developer estimates that
, the VIEWS can be given in from four to seven, five-hour days; i.e.,

20 to 35 hours. 1

4. Administration'

4 -0

a. Procedures The Handbook contains all details necessary for admin-
istration. A photograph of each work sample is used to insure proper
layout. The instructions fbr the demOnstration phase are given in ,

detail and include both oral and Obysical directions. The tralning

phiie criterion are clearly given. '.. .

1 ,

b. Method of Instruttion Giving - No rebding is required for any work sam-
ple. The demonstration,phase uses corkl instructions plus modeling.
During the training.phaSe the evaluator is free tb use a variety)
of verbaltand nonverbal techniques; flexibility is stressed here.
Because each work sample is individuallpadministered, the clientL
can receive instructions using the methods which bestmeet htp ,

needs. ,

Repeating Work Samples'- The VIEWS does not place much emOasis on
repeating work samples; it is desighed so that the clienrshould-
have learned the task before the performance phase. However,
work samples may be repeated if considered necessary by the
evaluator.

d. Providing Assistance to.the Client - Extensive assistance is pro-
vided during the training phase; little is given during the production

phase. If help is needed during the production phases, the evaluator
is to record this on the appropriate behavior observation form.

5. Scoring and Norms

a. Timing,- The evaluator uses a time stamp machine to time the client.

b. Timing Interval - Ttming on each work' sample *gins when the client
enters the production phase and ends with the.completion of the task. -

.

c. Time Norms - Raw time scores are converted to a three'point rating
scale. Predetermined time standards using the MODAPTS approach ate
also available.

.
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d. Error Scoring - Each wort sample is checked against orefully defined

quality, standards.
:

e. Scoring Aids - Some use is made of scoring aids.

f. Quality Nonms - The total number of errors for each work sample are ,

convert4 bp a three point rating scale. nie system also contains

rate-pf-learning norms for use during the training phase. ,

g. Emphasis in Scoring - Time and quality are both given equal ileight

inthe VIEWS.

6. Observation of Clients

a.. -Mork Performance Ten work factors (e.g., motor coordination, finger

dexterity, and work rhythm) are carefully specified (e.g., Finger
Dexterity - turning nutt; handling small pieces). Each work sample

4 has several factors, listed that are to be observed. .

6. Work Behaviors - Work behaviors such,as attendance and punctuality,

response to training, and communication are clearly defined and ob-

served during the course of the day.

c. Rating System - No rating system is used for work behaviors and per=

formance factors.

d. Frequency of Observation-- Th'e VIEWS uses extensive observations.

Observation of defined work factprt is requi each,wprk

sample. Work behavior observatio made daily. However, no

established time,or sample ocedures are used for the work be-

haviors.

7. Reporting

a. rams - The system use's three standardized forms: .(1) a client re-

cord form for recording work sample behavioral observations, scores,

and work performance (there is a separate page of this form for each

work sample); (2) a daily observation form for sumiparizing iiiork be-

haviors and performance; and (3) a final report form.

b. Final Report Format - The VIEWS final report uses a'standardized

format to present information'on the following: general observations,

interpersonal relations, training, worker characteristicst recommen-
dations, and a-profile sheet containing work sample results including

the industrial time standards for the work samples. Recommendations

are given for training techniques, Worker Trait Groups,.and for other

services that may be required.

8. 'Utility

a. Vocational Exploration - Because some of the tasks are not actual jobs

because almost no occupational information is provided, the VIEWS is

of little use in occupational exploration.



ocational Recommendations -
e are related to the six,

Specific recommendations are made;
Worker Trait Groups covered by the

c. Cou elor Utilization The system'and4he.,final report are oriented

towa d the counselor.

Trainin e ired

, Train ng Required - Yes

b. Train g Available - Yes

c. Duration - One week in Philadelphia for,new users. A. two day on-site

training is required for facilities that already have the JEVS Work

*.,

Sample 13attery.

Follow-up - One on-site visit for those who coime to Philadelphia for
VIEWS brining.

10. Technical Considerations

a. Norm Base - The VIEWS was normed on 104 mentally retarded persons
between the ages of 16 and 61 with a median IQ of 50. MODAPT pre-

determine time standard norms are also availalille.

b. Reliabildty - ND data presently available.

/ c. Validity - No data presently available.

11. Reviewer's Sunsnary and Comments

The VIEWSlattempts to evaluate the vocational potential of mentally
retarded adult for jobs in six Worker, Trait Groups. Job areas that are
very common in' he national economy and, moreimportant, job areas where
many retarded rsons have found successful employment. The most unique
feature of the ystem is the attempt to separate learning from perform-
ance. Here the developers believe that the cilent should first be thor-
oughly taught the task prior to performing it under
VIEWS also useOstandardized b havior observations w
time and quality scores to prçduce a well orgariized
major problem with using tive VIEWS by itself '* the 1

information.

12. Address

' Vocational Research Institute
Jewish Employment and Vocational Servic0
1624 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ;19,103 I

tiled conditions. The
are combined with'
I report. The

k of occupational

1
ci

1



13. 'Cost

Work Sample (hardware, manuals and forms)
(indludin shipping) ,

Tuition for one week training
One on-site training visit _

(plus travel expenses)

14. References ;

$4,895.00
-

350.00
630.00

$5,875.00

Ros'ei), G. A., The VIpS.Evaluation-Syitem. In A. Sax (Ed.) Innovations

in Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment. Vocationa) Evaluatton

and Work Adjustment Bulletin, 1977, 10(3), 50-51.
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